Abstract
Introduction
Although juries are now limited to serious criminal offences and the occasional civil action, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, juries were used in a plethora of situations. These ranged from the determination of pregnancy or insanity, to the regulation of market practices and the conducting of land valuations.
Although called 'juries', many of these were not juries as a twenty-first century lawyer would recognise them. I use the term 'jury' to refer to the many bodies or panels of laypersons which had legally-recognised decision-making powers. The fact that they were all referred to as 'juries' in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries underlines the fact that they were widely accepted, just as trial juries were.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, jury decision-making was firmly entrenched both in the legal system and in the public psyche. In a sense, the zeal for lay decision-making has gone full circle -consider the constitutional Convention 1 and the proposed lay majority on judicial appointment panels. 2 As
Dzur observes, 'the use of jury-like procedures to address complex problems of urban planning, environmental protection, biotechnology, and more has become increasingly attractive to academics and public officials.' 3 However, while Dzur characterises these modern uses of lay decision-making as democraticallyinspired attempts to re-engage citizens with policymaking, it will be seen that there was little emphasis on democracy or civic engagement underlying juries in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Eighteenth-and nineteenth-century juries were not representative in a modern sense. Eligibility was limited by class, income, profession, gender and, in eighteenth-century Ireland, religion.
Categories of Jury
Grand juries indicted prisoners who subsequently went on to be tried by petty juries. Most criminal cases were tried by common juries, while commercial civil cases tended to be tried before special juries. Juries de medietate linguae determined civil and criminal cases involving aliens, while leet and baron juries decided minor cases in local manorial courts.
Market juries regulated fairs and markets, coroner's juries conducted inquests on dead bodies, and juries of matrons determined pregnancy in specific criminal and civil cases. Lunacy juries determined whether persons were of sound mind and wide-street juries conducted valuations on properties which were to be compulsorily purchased.
I do not propose, in this short paper, to explore each of these categories of jury in detail, but I will explain some of the less well-known ones in more detail.
Wide Streets Juries
The Dublin Wide Streets Commission was established by legislation in 1757 as part of a plan to improve the streetscapes of Dublin. 4 The commissioners' original remit was to rebuild Essex bridge and the street leading to Dublin castle (Parliament street), and their powers were subsequently extended by further legislation. They were empowered to compulsorily purchase such lands and buildings as were necessary to complete the project.
Where the owners of property refused to agree to the sale, or where purported owners could not demonstrate clear title, the commissioners could issue a warrant to the sheriff of the city of Dublin to empanel a jury. There were no specific details in the legislation as to the jurors' qualifications, other than that they were to be 'substantial and disinterested persons.' 5 The tasks required of these juries were not straightforward; they had to examine deeds, evaluate rental incomes and so on. It was probably for this reason that men of business and property were usually empanelled.
In the early days the Dublin wide streets commission met at the tholsel, on Skinner's Row, near Christchurch cathedral. 6 Detailed maps were furnished to them to assist with their valuations, and they were authorised to view the premises in question.
The jurors were sworn to 'truly and impartially enquire of the value of such houses…', and were obliged to enquire into the value of the lands and buildings, and investigate the titles, interests and rights of all interested parties. . Valuations and the swearing-in of jurors were well-publicised in the press. Given the nature of the work of the wide streets commission, the juries usually valued a number of adjoining or neighbouring properties at a time.
Until its statutory abolition in 1849 7 the wide streets commission had a significant impact on the development of Dublin city, although the contribution made by laypersons empanelled on its juries to conduct the valuations is often overlooked.
Lunacy Juries
Lunacy juries were empanelled to determine whether or not a person was deemed to be of unsound mind. Traditionally, the crown had jurisdiction as parens patriae over the person and property of persons deemed to be idiots or lunatics.
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The power was delegated personally to the lord chancellor. This was to ensure that unscrupulous family members or outsiders did not take advantage of an insane person's circumstances.
The chancellor could order a writ de lunatico inquirendo, which directed an inquiry, originally held before five escheators, and later before a jury of twelve, as to whether a named person was insane. If the person was found to be of unsound mind, then immediate control could be exercised over their estate. It was open to the person to traverse this finding.
The Lunacy Regulation (Ireland) Act 1871, 9 which was to be the primary statute governing lunacy procedures over the next century, was an attempt to further streamline and reform lunacy proceedings.
Lunacy commissions tended to be before special jurors, who were paid for their time and trouble. Commissions of lunacy were held in public, often in very crowded courtrooms. 10 The public interest and press reporting of these commissions meant they often became 'celebrated or notorious cases in which medicine's definitions of insanity were subjected to highly public and supremely intensive investigation.' 11 Although the testimony of witnesses, including doctors, was publicly given, the person who was the subject of the lunacy commission generally testified before the commissioners and jury in private.
Unsworth observes that the procedures were 'property-driven rather than personoriented, and in practice was usually reserved for cases where control over heard of family wealth was at issue.' It was not unheard of that persons with an interest in the alleged lunatic's property would petition for them to be declared insane or of unsound mind, and the lunacy jury could be a safeguard against unscrupulous relatives.
For example, the commission regarding Mary McOwen in 1872 was taken by her sister Elizabeth, a Carmelite nun. Mary was to inherit one third of her late brother's estate but was declared to be of unsound mind; Elizabeth was declared to be her sole heir, and therefore inherited two-thirds of the estate.
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While earlier juries acted on their own understandings of sanity and mental disorder, there was later a greater reliance on medical evidence, which arguably diminished the role of the jury in these proceedings, although juries de lunatico inquirendo existed until the twenty-first century.
Jury of Matrons
The jury of matrons was the only nineteenth-century jury composed of women, and was used to determine pregnancy in both civil and criminal cases. This jury was not regulated by statute, and it was one of the only juries whose members were not required to hold freehold or comply with other typical jury qualifications or residency requirements. The jury of matrons consisted of married women, or widows who had experience with childbirth; they did not have to be midwives. 13 There was no list of matrons; they were summoned de circumstantibus from the bystanders in and around the court, and it was sometimes necessary to shut the courtroom doors to prevent women in attendance from trying to avoid being empanelled.
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In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the jury of matrons was usually empanelled to determine whether a woman convicted of a capital offence was pregnant. If she was, then she could in theory have her death sentence postponed until after she had given birth. Sometimes a full reprieve would be granted and the death penalty was never executed. her husband. A jury of matrons found her to be pregnant, and she was delivered of a baby some six months later. Despite her protestations of innocence her execution was unfortunately carried out.
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Similarly, Mary Fairfield, convicted of murder, was found pregnant by a Dublin jury of matrons in October 1783. She was brought before the court the following February and September, not yet having given birth, but eventually the court ruled that the law was to take its course.
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The matrons' task was a difficult one, given the limited understanding of pregnancy before the nineteenth century. It was not enough merely to be pregnant or 'with child' -she had to be 'quick with child.' 18 To be quick with child generally meant that the woman (and the jurors) must have felt the child quickening, or moving in the womb -after about sixteen weeks of pregnancy.
Oldham notes that until the late eighteenth century, human life was not considered to have begun until this happened. By the early nineteenth century this view was in decline, and the difference between a baby who had 'quickened' and one who had not was increasingly seen as arbitrary. The British Medical Association described it in 1841 as 'making a distinction where there is no distinction.'
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As the century progressed, public opinion began to favour qualified physicians over the amateur matrons, and doctors began to be sworn in to assist the jury in reaching their decision. Market jurors were men empowered to inspect markets, bake-houses and other places where food was prepared or held out for sale, to ensure that all relevant regulations were being complied with. Some market juries had medieval origins, while others were created by statute in the eighteenth century. For example, a 1765 act observed that the rapid growth of Cork city meant that the mayor could not 'so strictly attend the inspection of the markets of the said city as usual'. 23 It allowed justices of the peace to issue a precept to the sheriff to return twenty-four 'citizens of the same city', twelve of whom could be sworn as a market jury for the city. They remained the market jury until the next quarter sessions, and could be fined for failing to carry out their duty.
Any three or more of these jurors could act, although subsequent amending legislation allowed them to act individually. They could, 'at reasonable hours' visit the 'markets, store houses, working houses, cellars and shops in the said city, where provisions and victuals are sold or made up or making up for sale in the said city, and to inspect the quality of the said provisions and victuals.' They had the power to seize any food or ingredients 'fraudulently or illegally made up', or found in the hands of traders or manufacturers not in compliance with the various rules and regulations governing markets. The jurors could bring the food and its owner or seller before the mayor, to be dealt with in accordance with law.
Legislation couched in similar language was enacted with respect to Dublin in 1773, 24 and in 1775 legislation extended the market jury to several cities.
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While there were usually twelve market jurors appointed, the number could vary between two and twenty-four. A foreman was appointed in some places. Market juries went into decline in many places in the 1820s, sometimes as a result of a lack of local support. Serving on such juries was considered 'most troublesome,'
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'rather heavy' 27 and generally very inconvenient.
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23 An act for altering and amending several statutes heretofore made for the better regulation of the city of Cork, and for regulating trials by juries in the court of record of said city; and for making wide and convenient ways, streets and passages in the said city and suburbs thereof; and for preventing frauds committed by the bakers and meal makers of the said city 1765 (5 Geo III, c 24), s 15. 24 An act for paving and lighting the streets, lanes, quays, bridges, squares, courts and alleys within the city and county of the city of Dublin, and other purposes relative to the said city of Dublin, and other places therein particularly mentioned, 1773-4 (13 & 14 Geo III, c 22), s 73. 25 An Act for amending the laws relative to the lighting and cleaning of several cities, and for establishing of market juries therein; and for other purposes, 1773 (13 & 14 Geo III, c 20 
Conclusions
Scholarship on nineteenth-century Irish juries has concentrated on the criminal trial jury, and has usually focused on the problems encountered. However, if one takes a broader view of lay participation in the Irish justice system, the picture is less bleak. The system of lay participation was not entirely unworkable; during politically tranquil periods, both civil and criminal trial juries operated effectively and uncontroversially.
The idea of a jury verdict was clearly held in relatively high esteem by legislators and policy-makers. The proliferation of different types of jury in the eighteenth century, to decide all sorts of matters from land valuations to market infringements to sanity, indicates that the administration was generally comfortable with lay decision-making. Laypersons were drafted in to make decisions in a range of different contexts.
Why did lay decision-making became so popular with politicians and lawmakers? Lay decision-making in the twenty-first century is often portrayed as an expression of democracy. However, far from representing some sort of democratic ideal, in the late eighteenth century it was more likely to have been political pragmatism. Delegating decision-making to juries may have been a shrewd move when it came to matters such as property valuations, for example. These were generally carried out by men of substantial property, and thus could hardly be viewed as democratic in the representative sense. Moreover, such delegation also tended to ensure that decision-making power remained largely in the hands of the protestant minority.
Another factor may have been cost; lay juries often represented relatively good value for money. They were usually remunerated either poorly or not at all. Even the wide streets juries, which were the best-paid Irish juries, were not paid nearly as much as the wide streets commissioners. Valuation juries were an economical alternative to appointing and paying professionals to carry out the same functions.
Lay jurors also had the advantage of being available to shoulder some of the administrative and judicial burdens of local government. Mayors, for example, could not realistically monitor and deal with all market issues, so it made sense to delegate these tasks to jurors. It was also a relatively straightforward matter to summon and assemble a panel of laypersons. By the time of the proliferation of lay decision-making bodies in the eighteenth century, the procedure and mechanisms for summoning panels of jurors already existed and were wellestablished with sheriffs.
Community acceptance was another crucial factor in the survival of the jury. Lay participation in the system of justice was popular among the Irish public. Despite various shortcomings people generally acknowledged the legitimacy of jury decision-making. This was important for the general acceptance of the law in the country. Lay decision-making permeated many aspects of life, from pregnancy to death. A land valuation or a determination of sanity carried out by lay peers may have been easier to accept than one conducted by state officials.
Taking a more international view, the nineteenth century was the golden age of juries both in Europe and in the British Empire, whatever might be said of its popularity at its point of origin. It has been observed that '[i]n the late nineteenth century a jury was regarded as the sine qua non of the rule of law in every developed European country.' The jury as the bulwark of liberty, interposing between the people and the state was increasingly regarded as an essential aspect of any civilised system of justice.
A final important factor which guarded against the collapse of the jury system in the nineteenth century was its popularity among the Irish judiciary. 
